ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Serious Problems and limitations of CMOS technology scaling, have lead the designers to investigate the replacement candidates for future designs. Several materials are introduced and explored in ITRS reports as replacements of silicon channel and source/drain regions such as Ge, III-V compound semiconductors, nanowires, graphene nanoribbons and carbon nanotubes [1] . Carbon nanotube is one of the most promising technologies to replace the traditional CMOS technology [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This nano scale tube of graphine is used as channel of field effect transistors called CNFETs.
Since CNFETs show better performance in comparison with MOSFETs, most of the designers have designed their circuits based on this technology. One of the most important parts of each circuit is basic gates such as OR and AND gates. Also Full Adder Cell is an important part in microprocessors and digital signal processors. These circuits performance influences the whole arithmetic units. Therefore if we can design these circuits with higher speed and lower power consumption then we can increase the system performance.
In this paper we proposed new designs for basic gates and a Full Adder Cell based on CNFET technology. The rest of paper is organized as following. Section 2 presents a review of different types of CNFETs. Proposed circuits are analyzed in section 3. In section 4 the simulation results of these new circuits and comparisons with previous ones are presented. And finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
CNFETS
Carbon nanotube (CNT) has been considered as one of the most important building blocks in nano devices. CNT is a sheet of graphite rolled into a tube with a diameter of a few nano meters. Since the discovery of CNT in 1991 by S. Iijima [8] , significant applications of it have been demonstrated in different fields because of its specific characteristics. These excellent properties of CNT make them the most promising candidate for creating transistors on a scale smaller than can be achieved with silicon [9] [10].
The way the graphite sheet is rolled is represented by a pair of indices (n,m) called a chiral vector. CNT with n-m=3 are metals, otherwise they are semiconductors [11] . One of the best applicable properties of CNT is ballistic transportation of electrons along the tube. therfore Semiconducting CNT can be used as channel for transistors [12] .
CNFETs operate like traditional silicon transistors. Different types of CNFETs have been presented. One of them is Schottky Barrier CNTEF (SB-CNFET). These transistors are constructed with a semiconducting nanotube and two metallic contacts acting as source and drain; hence they have Schottky Barrier at the metal nanotube junction. In this type of CNFETs By changing the barrier height at the metal-semiconductor interface, gate modulates the injection of carriers in the nanotube [13] . Due to exhibit strong ambipolar characteristics, SB-CNFETs are suitable for using in CMOS logic families. Another type of CNFETs is MOSFET-like CNFET (MOS-CNFET) which exhibit unipolar behavior unlike SB-CNFET. In this MOSFET like device, the ungated portion (source and drain regions) is heavily doped and the CNTFET operates on the principle of barrier-height modulation by application of the gate potential. The conductivity of MOS-CNFETs is modulated by the gate-source bias. Both SB-CNFETs and MOS-CNFETs are used for high speed design because of their high ON current, however the other type of CNFET, band-to-band tunneling CNFET (T-CNFET) is utilized for ultra-low-power design on account of its low ON current and supper cutoff attributes [14] . CNFETs has a useful property that It will ease circuit designing and increase circuit's performance on the other hand, which is that the threshold voltage is proportional to the inverse of the diameter of the nanotube [14] , as:
This feature of CNFETs indicates that by changing the CNFETs diameters one can easily acquire different transistors with different turn on voltages.
PROPOSED DESIGNS

Basic Gates
Basic functions such as AND, OR and Buffer in CMOS technology are implemented by generating related inverted functions (e.g., NAND, NOR and NOT) followed by an inverter.
Voltage threshold losing which occurred in passing high and low voltages in nMOSFET and pMOSFET, respectively results in such implementation. CNFET technology provides more efficient way to implement these functions in terms of Delay, Power consumption and Area. Such as explained before (see Eqn. 1), voltage threshold is proportional to the ‫ܦ/1‬ ே் and it could be justified by manupulating ܰ ଵ and ܰ ଶ , which (ܰ ଵ ,ܰ ଶ ) is chiral vector. So increasing the diagonal of nanotube (i.e., ‫ܦ‬ ே் ) results in decreasing the voltage threshold toward zero. Consequently, pCNFET and nCNFET could be utilized in pull-down and pull-up network, respectively. This mechanism obviates voltage threshold losing in addition to removing inverter from critical path and less delay, area and PDP.
AND/OR circuits in CMOS technology include six transistors, whereas the number of transistors in our proposed CNFET based circuits reduce to four (Fig. 2) . As it can be seen in Fig. 2 , pCNFETs are used in pull-down network and nCNFETs are used in pull-up network. The threshold voltages of these transistors are almost zero. Hence no voltage dropping occurs in these circuits. 
Full-Adder Cell
In this section a new FA-cell (i.e., full adder cell) aka modified TGA are presented. The TGA Full Adder Cell is based on XOR/XNOR and transmission gates. Eqn. 3 and 4 describe how sum and cout signals are generated in TGA, respectively.
Transmission gates are used in TGA to avoid the threshold voltage losing in output in cost of using more transistors (i.e., six transistors). Such as mentioned before, CNFETs adjust voltage threshold toward zero by increasing the diagonal of CNT. Consequently, transmission gates can be replaced by pass transistors. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The HSPICE circuit simulator has been used to simulate both CMOS and CNFET based circuits. The MOSFET circuits are simulated using a 32n technology. A compact model of CNFETs presented in [14] , [15] and [16] has been used for CNFET based circuits' simulation. In this model a MOS-CNFET device is implemented in three levels. In first level (CNFET_L1) the intrinsic behavior of MOS-CNFET has been modeled. In level 2 (CNFET_L2) the device nonidealities have been included and in the top level of this hierarchical modeling (CNFET_L3), multiple CNTs for each MOS_CNFET device are allowable.
The current sources and the trans-capacitance network are two main parts of the CNFET_L1. Semiconducting sub-bands current ‫ܫ(‬ ௦ ), metallic sub-bands current ‫ܫ(‬ ௧ ) and leakage current ‫ܫ(‬ ௧௧ ) are three current sources considered for CNFET model in [14] and [15] . These current sources are given by the following equations:
In these equations ‫ܭ‬ is the Boltzmann constant and ܶ is the temperature in Kelvin. V ୡ୦,ୈୗ and ܸ ,ீௌ symbolize the Fermi potential differences near source side within the channel. ∆Φ is the channel surface potential change with gate/drain bias. ‫ܧ‬ , denotes the carrier energy at the (݉, ݈)sub-state above the intrinsic level‫ܧ‬ , and ‫ܧ‬ , is the half band gap of the ݉ ௧ sub-band. ܶ , ܶ ௧ and ܶ ௧௧ are the transmission probability in each case.
Elastic scattering in the channel region, the quantum / series resistance and the parasitic capacitance of the doped source/drain region and the Schottky barrier resistance at the interface between the doped CNT and the source/drain metal contacts are the device non-idealities which CNFET_L2 models [14] , [16] . In this paper CNFET_L3, the top level of this device model, is used for simulating the CNFET based circuits.
The comparison of DELAY, POWER and POWER-DELAY PRODUCT (PDP) of circuits is discussed below. The time from fifty percent of the input voltage swing to fifty percent of the output voltage swing is measured as delay.
Basic Gates Simulation Results
In this section, we report our analysis and compare proposed circuits with MOSFET and CNFET AND and OR gates. We remark that the design of CNFET gates (i.e., AND and OR) are similar to the MOSFET gates and obtained by replacing MOSFETs by CNFETs. The design of MOSFET based gates are described in details in section III.
The circuits are simulated at room temperature and the supply voltage is 0.9V for all of the circuits. For all circuits a 2.1 femto Farad load capacitor has been used. As it can be seen in the table.1 proposed OR is 322 and 1.11 times faster than OR MOSFET and OR CNFET respectively. And it consumes less power than two other designs, which it consumes146% and 42.4% power less than MOSFET and CNFET kinds, respectively. Therefore its PDP is better than two others.
The obtained speed up for AND circuit is 289% and 155% in comparison with AND MOSFET and CNFET, respectively. According to the power consumption factor, proposed AND circuit consumes 22.7% and 87% power less than MOSFET and CNFET AND, respectively. Consequently, the proposed AND circuit PDP is again better than the others.
In order to compare more precisely these designs are also simulated in 0.8V, 0.65V and 0.5V supply voltages. Results show that the proposed basic gates have better performance in all situations. 
Full-Adder Cell Simulation Results
We compare our proposed Full Adder Cell with 5 traditional Full Adder TGA [18] , CPL [19] , CNTFA1[20 load capacitor is 4.9 femto Farad MOSFET based and CNFET based circuits and the novel CNFET b shown in this table, the smallest delay belongs to the proposed design. It is 17.5 times faster than TGA which has the best delay among other full adders. Although proposed Full Adder design is best in term of speed and its average power dissipation is less than others. It consumes 33.7% less power than the CNTFA2. Its power dissipation is 22.5% and 20.5% less than CNTFA1 and TGA.
As it considered from the table.2 the proposed design has the best PDP in comparison with the other full adders. Simulation results in different supply voltages are shown figure this figure the proposed Full-Adder cell has the best performance in different situations. 
Adder Cell Simulation Results
We compare our proposed Full Adder Cell with 5 traditional Full Adder Cells(C 20] and CNTFA2 [21] ). For all circuits supply voltage is femto Farad. Table. 2 shows the delay, power and PDP of traditional MOSFET based and CNFET based circuits and the novel CNFET based Full Adder circuit. As it shown in this table, the smallest delay belongs to the proposed design. It is 17.5 times faster than TGA which has the best delay among other full adders. Although proposed Full Adder design is verage power dissipation is less than others. It consumes 33.7% less power than the CNTFA2. Its power dissipation is 22.5% and 20.5% less than CNTFA1 and TGA. As it considered from the table.2 the proposed design has the best PDP in comparison with the Simulation results in different supply voltages are shown figure 7. as it shown in Adder cell has the best performance in different situations. 
CONCLUSIONS
Using emerging technologies such as CNFET technology have lead to design circuits with better performance in comparison with traditional MOSFET based circuits in on hand, and have eased the designing process on the other hand. The proposed and simpler than the old designs. Hence they have better performance. 
